
KVUB400G & KVUB406G
30" hood KVUB400G shown in Stainless Steel;  

36" model KVUB406G also available.

  
POWER TO VENTILATE. 
ROOM TO CREATE.

QUALIFY YOUR CUSTOMER
What recipes do you make that generate  
a lot of steam or strong aromas?

When you make those foods, what method  
do you use to ventilate your kitchen and  
how well does it work?

SELLING IN 60 SECONDS
ALWAYS A FITTING SOLUTION
Hood extends down just 2-3/8" (6 cm) below  
the cabinetry, to fit virtually any new or retrofit  
installation and give cooks more room to work.

FIRE UP ANY RECIPE WITH CONFIDENCE
A 400 CFM motor class* and advanced Perimeter 
Ventilation clear away hot or smoky air, giving cooks 
the confidence to try high-temperature techniques  
like stir-frying in a wok.

KVUB400G & KVUB406G
LOW PROFILE UNDER-CABINET VENTILATION HOODS

*Performance varies based on installation.



DID YOU KNOW? 
To prevent smoke and grease from escaping and damaging kitchen 
surfaces, ventilation hoods should be at least as wide as the cooking 
surface under them. From edge to edge, this Perimeter Ventilation 
hood collects air like a vacuum’s crevice tool, drawing it in through a 
narrow channel around the hood’s perimetric cover and concentrating 
airflow to increase suction.

*Performance varies based on installation. 
**Based on 6" round outlet in the vertical direction. Performance varies based on installation.
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DEMO
Show & sell Perimeter Ventilation.  
Ask your customer to inspect the narrow 
channel around the hood’s perimetric 
cover. Explain how it draws in air all the 
way from the edges of the cooktop and 
speeds up air movement at the center, 
enabling the hood to keep up with the 
full heat output from a 65K BTU cooktop. 
Ask your customer to locate the grease 
filters, then explain that the underside 
cover conceals them for a sleek, clean 
appearance while also blocking fan noise.

To learn more about KitchenAid® ventilation hoods,  
download the app Advantage by Whirlpool Corporation on iTunes and Google Play.

KVUB400G
30" Low Profile Under-Cabinet Ventilation Hood

KVUB406G 
36" Low Profile Under-Cabinet Ventilation Hood

SS SS

Low-Profile Design Low-Profile Design

400 CFM Motor Class* 400 CFM Motor Class*

Perimeter Ventilation Perimeter Ventilation

Whisper Quiet® System @ 0.1 sones (43 dBA) on low speed** Whisper Quiet® System @ 0.1 sones (43 dBA) on low speed**

Auto Speed Setting Auto Speed Setting

Auto Turn On Auto Turn On

3-Speed Electronic Glass Control with Boost Function 3-Speed Electronic Glass Control with Boost Function

Two LED Task Lights with Night Light Setting Two LED Task Lights with Night Light Setting

Dishwasher-Safe Grease Filters Dishwasher-Safe Grease Filters


